
Introduction 
In this paper we aim to reflect on where techno-
logical developments within NPWT seem to be 
going and continue to discuss some of the main 
clinical and organisational aspects that can be ex-
pected to influence future spread and uptake of 
NPWT in clinical practice.

TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS
Technological advances within NPWT are cur-
rently seen to be heading in several directions.

Hospital-based system with increased 
sophistication
Hospital-based devices are developing in the direc-
tion of increased sophistication and in the delivery 
of adjunct therapies such as saline irrigation/instil-
lation, either intermittently or continuously with 
NPWT1-4. The benefits of powerful antimicrobial 
solutions for wounds with a high bioburden are 
under intense investigation5-7. In another related 
direction, the delivery of alternative active sub-
stances such as insulin8 or doxycycline9 are being 
investigated, as yet on a non-commercial (off-
label-use) basis.

Simplified single use devices 
On the other hand, there is a substantial devel-
opment, almost as it were in the opposite direc-
tion, in the use of simplified single-use NPWT 
devices10-16. This movement, which includes both 
electrically powered and mechanically powered 
devices, recognises the benefits of the accessibility 
of NPWT “off-the-shelf ” and a lower cost base.  
This permits the widespread adoption of single-
use devices in the emerging prophylactic use of 
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NPWT to reduce complications, such as dehis-
cence or infection, when used over closed surgical 
incisions17,18.  In addition, single-use devices do 
not restrict patient mobility as they are small in 
dimension and self-contained.

New material for wound fillers
The properties of the wound dressing or wound 
interface determine most of the effects of NPWT 
on the wound bed. 

The currently used wound fillers are common-
ly foam or gauze. The interaction between the 
wound dressing and the wound bed has been 
described in detail for foam and gauze19.  Both 
these wound fillers cause a mechanical effect on 
the wound. The tissue surface is stimulated by the 
structure of the wound dressing. This will trigger 
the cells to divide to rebuild and strengthen the 
tissue. The amount and character of granulation 
tissue formed may differ between the two dress-
ings. The use of foam as a wound interface in 
NPWT produces thick, hypertrophic granulation 
tissue. Gauze under NPWT results in less thick 
but dense granulation tissue19,20.

There are other differences in properties between 
foam and gauze in that the porous structure of 
foam allows greater volume reduction under pres-
sure. The effect on the wound is also dependent 
on the size of the foam or amount of gauze filler, 
e.g. a higher tissue pressure i achieved by a small 
foam filler compared to a large foam filler21. 
In the instances when the wound bed is covered
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by a wound contact layer, the micro deformational effect is 
lessened compared to when the foam or gauze is in direct 
contact with the wound bed, which will affect granulation 
tissue formation. 

One novel wound filler is a bacteria and fungus binding 
mesh. It produces a significant amount of granulation tis-
sue in the wound bed, more than with gauze, without the 
problems of ingrowth, as is the case with foam22,23.  Like 
gauze, bacteria and fungus binding mesh has the advan-
tage of being easy to apply to irregular and deep pocket 
wounds. In addition, efficient wound fluid removal in 
combination with its pathogen binding properties makes 
hydrophobic mesh an interesting alternative wound filler 
in NPWT22,23.  

There are vast possibilities for further development of 
novel wound fillers and this will presumably focus on tai-
loring the compressibility of the wound filler for altering 
the effect on wound contraction (or macro deformation). 
Attempts have been made on altering the pore sizes in the 
wound filler. There is also an opportunity for development 
of the surface structure of the wound filler in order to 
tailor the micro deformational effect on the wound bed, 
to hinder ingrowth in the wound filler or even to make 
the dressing material resorbable.

Systems with integrated sensors for long-distance 
monitoring
Next generation NPWT are devices seen to be incorpo-
rating sensors with the ability to continuously measure 
selected wound parameters and some form of basic remote 
communication capabilities. The use of different types of 
wound sensors combined with technologies that are able 
to analyse and process this data will make it possible to 
collect, record and analyse data streams quickly and ac-
curately over time and in this way be capable of identifying 
early signs of infections, and specific bacteria’s and point 
out direction for personalized therapy24,25.

The use of sensors and remote communication facilities 
holds potential benefits and is stated to be able to increase 
the quality of care delivered, reduce costs and improve ac-
cess to specialized care for people living in remote places. 
The quality of care is improved by the availability of 
prompt and detailed clinical outcome data that will allow 
the healthcare provider to define an optimal and timely 
treatment pathway and to possibly accelerate the healing 
of the patient. 

Savings are to be achieved through the possibility of taking 
preventive actions and avoiding acute and severe complica-
tions due to delays in diagnosis.  

Better access to care is achieved for people living in remote 
areas since this will allow for specialist attention towards 
the care given at a distance. The remote monitoring func-
tion could also lead to better compliance in the communi-
ty care setting to the treatment prescribed since deviances 
can be promptly discovered and addressed. Another posi-
tive effect of these distant linkages between community 
carers and specialist care is the learning opportunity for 
community nurses achieved through ongoing feed-back 
from in-hospital specialists.  

The ability to measure and collect continuous data on the 
development of different wound parameters also holds 
potential in terms of collecting BIG data for research due 
to the possibility of pooling individual outcome data.   
This type of device holds great potential but there are still 
some essential development challenges to be addressed be-
fore we can expect to see these devices available in clinical 
practice. Some of the biggest challenges appear, to be not 
so much related to what is technologically possible but 
more about what wound parameters are the most impor-
tance to gather data on in order to impact wound healing. 
Furthermore, more research on critical thresholds and time 
intervals for the measurements of these variables, in addi-
tion to a clearer understanding of how the interaction of 
various wound parameters should be interpreted, is critical 
to establish if the data should add value to clinical practice. 
This information needs to come from clinical research and 
be fed into the technical developers. Once this information 
is available, it seems that, despite the fact that there is still 
some way to go, most issues of a technical nature could 
feasibly be solved26.

In summary, NPWT devices could be seen as heading in 
three directions:  increasingly complex devices for specialist 
applications within the hospital, progressively simpler de-
vices for lower cost settings such as the out-patient clinic or 
the home, and sensor-based devices with remote commu-
nication technologies to be used for distant monitoring.  
It is yet unclear as to what the ultimate proportions of 
patients will be treated with each type of device. 

CHANGES IN DEMAND – SUPPORTING AND 
CONSTRAINING FACTORS 
How advanced and technological appealing a device might 
be is not the only determinant of how popular a medi-
cal device will be, as several stakeholders  in the health 
care delivery system will have the potential to influence 
whether or not a medical device is adopted into routine 
care or not. Payers at various levels of the system as well as 
clinicians and patients are driven by different rationales. 
There are several theories and models that describe and 
explain the underlying mechanism of the determinants 
behind diffusion of innovations; however, the evidence 
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of it is complex27. The selected topics highlighted here 
are not based on a thorough and systematic analysis of 
the decisional environment around NPWT but simply 
based on a general impression among the authors of the 
document as to what are the main issues that seem to be 
affecting and influencing future uptake of NPWT.  

Expanded indications 
The technological developments in NPWT have already 
led to expansions of the indications of what types of 
wounds can benefit from NPWT treatment, compared 
to what was originally envisioned for NPWT devices first 
arriving in clinic. As examples the availability of smaller, 
single-use disposable pumps has meant that new types of 
wounds can be treated (small, surgical) and in new set-
tings such as short-term home care28. Adding to this, the 
new interventions underway as described above may even 
further contribute to the increased uptake.

Increased focus on evidence and cost containment 
Health care providers are increasingly asking for evidence 
of a treatment’s clinical effectiveness if they are going to 
provide reimbursement. In addition to this some health 
care systems are also starting to require health economic 
analyses providing an economic cost calculation in favour 
of the treatment mode. 

The clinical benefits of NPWT in varied wound types has 
been reported in over 1000 peer-reviewed articles, and 
NPWT has been described as the gold standard in some 
areas of wound care. However, there is as yet no defini-
tive clinical evidence supporting NPWT as a better and 
faster method for wound healing than the use of advanced 
dressing28. 

This lack of strong evidence has several explanations. 
NPWT is a generic multimodal technology that can de-
liver a broad range of treatment goals depending on the 
patient being treated and these goals can be achieved by 
altering a range of variables which all add to the complexity 
of studying the therapy as part of an RCT. The strict inclu-
sion criteria in RCTs lead to recruitment problems and 
in turn limit real-world relevance and reproducibility28. 
When it comes to cost estimations, the natural variations 
in treatment outcomes combined with variations in treat-
ment regimens depending on e.g. wound type, size, and 
amount of exudate makes it very difficult to come up with 
a solid figure that can be universally applied across health 
care settings, wound types and patients. Underlying figures 
of importance for such calculations such as duration of 
treatment, number and frequency of dressing changes, 
training required, in combination with great variations 
in pricing models offered by the companies delivering the 
products are only examples of some of the key figures

expected to vary between each individual case. 

This lack of strong evidence could potentially become a 
hindrance for health care providers’ access to use NPWT 
as health authorities and payers are increasingly focusing 
on prioritization and shifting of resources to treatment 
areas where a strong clinical evidence and health economic 
rationale can be proven. 

This is already the case in England where “The National 
Institute for Health and Care Excellence” (NICE) is well 
established and in Scandinavia where similar set ups are 
being discussed at political level.  Also at the level of the 
individual clinicians the lack of evidence in some instances 
makes care givers reluctant to use this mode of therapy28.

On this background it becomes evident that the current 
problems relating to lack of high level evidence supporting 
the clinical effectiveness of NPWT on different types of 
wounds can prove to become be an important hindrance 
in terms of getting reimbursement for the treatment and 
hereby pose an important barrier to get access to treatment 
with NPWT. Thus for the use of NPWT to gain in popu-
larity and receive backing from health care systems in the 
form of continued reimbursement the issue of providing 
strong evidence needs to be addressed.  

Changes in organisation of care and 
community care
A major and general trend across health care settings 
around Europe is an increased move of specialized health 
care services from in hospital, ambulatory and acute health 
care settings to community care. 

Length of in hospital stay decreases and patients are trans-
ferred early to community care. This means that more 
complex and exudating wounds that would previously 
have been managed and taken care of by specialised staff 
in hospitals are now being cared for by community care 
nurses in the home setting. This in combination with the 
availability of smaller lightweight and disposable devices 
has led to an increased use of NPWT in community set-
tings. Also the development within sensors based systems 
with remote communication facilities might further sup-
port introduction of NPWT in community care settings. 
To guarantee optimal usage of NPWT in community set-
tings future emphasis must focus on how to ensure that 
more nurses that do not have direct access to specialist 
doctors for expert advice are able to handle the products 
correctly and are compliant to the prescribed treatment 
regimes. This requires training and availability of reliable 
support systems with easy access. If these aspects are not 
carefully dealt with this might impact treatment out-
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comes and potentially undermine the backing of the use 
of NPWT in the long run. 

Also, the education of patients and caregivers becomes 
even more central when treatment with NPWT shifts to-
wards the outpatient setting. Studies show that patients 
express the need for thorough education in managing the 
treatment29,30. Therefore, it is important to educate pa-
tients and caregivers and not only to inform them, which 
requires a structured teaching program. Digital platforms 
and tools for self-treatment where patients and health 
care personnel can communicate while being treated at 
home, development of telemedicine in the treatment with 
NPWT is an interesting aspect for the future. 

Another important aspect of this shift to community care 
is the adding of yet another complex layer of payer struc-
tures and decision making processes. The question about 
who will pay for the treatment, and when, will become 
even more complex to map as the answer to the question 
will differ according to the specific setup. This complexity 

and unclear roles of responsibilities might in the end affect 
the patients.  It may delay appropriate care and lead to 
reluctance between decision making levels to take on the 
final responsibility of providing the most optimal treat-
ment if perceived expensive. In some cases it might not 
be the one having to pay for the treatment that will ripe 
the potential economic benefit of providing it.    

This shift of responsibility for more specialised care to 
community settings therefore calls for a need to rethink 
reimbursement models and furthermore increase pressure 
on safety aspects and training needs. 

In the case of adoption of systems with remote monitoring 
facilities implementation barriers related to integration 
with existing EHR systems, changing care patterns ( e.g. 
insufficient staffing or time to monitor and follow up on 
data)  and professional roles (e.g. clarify legal liability of 
responsibilities etc.) will need to be addressed to be suc-
cessful31. 
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